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Shigar, like other regions of the Northern Areas of Pakistan, has a specialised and strong horticul-
tural tradition. Its cultivated land lies in a most sophisticated and extensive irrigation network. The
Shigar Fort Residence project conducted by the Aga Khan Cultural Service-Pakistan (AKCS-P)

has had to find imaginative solutions to the perennial problems surrounding gardens and their neighbour-
hoods by addressing issues of public access and private use, cultural identity, environmental health and
improvement, and developing conservation norms and practices. An original blend of traditional and
modern elements has been called on to safeguard parts of the landscape at Shigar, specifically the cyclopean
masonry in the historic walls and the matrix of shade and fruit trees. Without any deliberate interpretation,
or glossing, the various parts and epochs in its evolution from a simple traditional vegetable plot and orch-
ard, to a ruler’s private precinct and a modern heritage hotel are held in place cheek by jowl. It is at once a
utilitarian landscape, an economic landscape, a social landscape and also a poetic landscape.

THE SITE AROUND SHIGAR FORT RESIDENCE

The Shigar fort garden, situated neatly at the junction of the Shigar nullah (stream) and the very wide Shi-
gar river valley, dominates its environs. The fort gardens are comfortably nestled below the saddle of the

Fig. . The Burapi Tsar with Shigar fort and the rocky cliffs in the background.





ridge running between the nullah mouth and the main valley. The fort sits between the river and the terraces
of the ridge end, directly beneath the older rock fortress perched on the cliff high above (pls. , ). This
parcel of land was selected for its strategic military position, around which social and economic functions
could be organised without interruption. ‘Control’ of the territory from this stronghold was the primary
historical function of the landscape at Shigar fort. The complex community rights to land, grazing and
water pertaining in Shigar and its upland hinterland, with the rajas of Shigar maintaining a dominant pos-
ition, were determined by the mutual development of military and agricultural territories. 

Considered individually, the garden of Shigar fort reveals in microcosm the development of the territories
of Shigar. Development from the raw physical entity of ‘land’ to the yield-bearing cultivated landscape of
the entire community is inextricably associated with good rule and, as such, legitimacy of tenure is identi-
fied by the successful cultivation of the land. Not surprisingly, each valley in the Northern Areas has some
fruit or crop of which it boasts: at Shigar and Altit forts, it is the apricot which excels. This bounty proves
a garden good, and it is defined in contrast to the unproductive lands, and those who inhabit them, in times
of strong development.1

With the successful appropriation of a critical area of cultivated land, the elite developed the time and places
to celebrate certain festivals; specific gardens with privileged prospects, pools, shady pergolas, or polo pitch-
es within the matrix of irrigated plots will have intensified their experience of their landscape.2 Some land-
scapes became associated with specific socio-political functions such as prayer, slaughter, rallying and mer-
chandising, as well as with certain times in the calendar, by season and day. 

Gardens developed as places to appreciate nature’s bounty, places to seek refuge and privacy and to pause,
places to compete and gather. In winter, a festival around  or  December was celebrated with mu-

Figs. , . The rehabilitated Amacha garden at Shigar fort/palace. On the left, the pool and the reconstructed baradari (pavilion). 
On the right, an old marble basin reintegrated into the irrigation system.





sic and dancing on the Burapi Tsar (fig. ; an
open space in the north-western corner of the
site). This space is a ‘pitch’, a place for events, and
there remains the possibility that some traditions
may be resumed there, local hockey, cricket or
football for youths or festivals for the community.
The question is how subtly these traditions can be
stimulated without being staged, and this ‘pitch’
is a live example for the management of Shigar
Fort Residence.

There is limited literary description of the garden
at Shigar,3 although there is no lack of finesse in
the quality of the gardens themselves, or in native
ability to name their parts and to use them, whether
by collecting fruit, knowing where to sit, or di-
verting water flow. This is significant for the con-
servationist as the inclusion of the wild and the
productive within the aesthetic order of value re-
sides in the use of traditional materials and skills,
and the avoidance of alienating ‘exotic’ elements
like barbed wire, moulded plastics and modern
masonry pointing.4

LOCAL LANDSCAPING TRADITIONS

A cursory look at the settlement of Shigar and the
landscape around it reveals a variety of open plots
and enclosures: orchards, courtyards, graveyards,
avenues, springs, woods, enclaves, open clearings,
public meeting spaces, terraces, gardens, channels,
bridges, pools, seats, balconies and pavilions. Irri-
gation and enclosure are the primary means of
recognising a plot’s place on the continuum be-
tween the wild, the productive and the delightful.5

Pleasure gardens are characterised by pergolas, or-
namental pools, seats in the shade, views over the
river and flower beds. Productive ground is known
by the vegetable patches, orchards planted a la ligne,
the community’s wash rooms, laundries and silt col-
lection pools. While wild ground is known by its
scrub for grazing, the paths made by animals along its ridges and the absence of enclosure and water. Sig-
nificantly the orchard and the scrub are commonly included in the ‘prospect’. 

Figs. -. Elements in the Shigar village landscape. 
Top, shaq fence enclosure; middle, paths, stone walls and irrigation 
channels in semi-wooded landscape; bottom, silt collection tank 
for the summer spate.





“The term ‘garden’ (bagh) denotes sites ranging in size from small vegetated plots to large imperial com-
plexes. Some gardens have symmetrical layouts, repeating decorative elements and high enclosure walls;
others were loosely arranged around natural springs, meandering streams, informal plantings and open
prospects.”6 Such agrarian landscapes are inclusive and hierarchical, their garden metaphors and layouts
concern familial privacy, good vistas and natural prospects, cool spots in summer and warm in winter, run-
ning water and abundant fruit. In the vernacular tradition, a good garden is known by its secure enclosure,
good irrigation and diversity of plants, such as at Shigar fort. 

Who are the stewards of the dynamic technologies of irrigation and propagation? Who has the knowledge
of the ecologies of the main valley, the side valleys and passes? The farmer-gardeners and herders, the land-
scape which is the historical repository of their work, and the gardens in which they practice, are strategic
assets. It is predicted that the value of well-established traditional ‘gardens’ and their commodities will in-
crease in value as future urbanisation processes will transform the Northern Areas.7

A deep historical understanding improves the likelihood of intelligent strategic development. Nowhere is
this more obvious than in a landscape and its buildings. The change of materials and construction skills
differentiates all modern landscapes, and will probably increase the value of authentic autochthonous land-
scapes and the proven adaptability of its solutions to the harsh environment.8 This premise lies behind the
historical and imaginative restoration of the landscape. Interviews with local dignitaries and labourers led
to the planting of roses and vines. In one instant, a plum tree that was sold some years ago, during the low-
est slump of the garden’s land use from productive orchard to stock grazing, was bought back and has been
reinstated in the fort’s garden.

THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT

Periods of strong or weak centralised control affect the development of the landscape differently, with strong
control resulting invariably in larger-scale projects and greater change, sometimes good, sometimes bad.
The power exercised by the Government of Pakistan and other organisations such as the Aga Khan Rural
Support Programme (AKRSP) and the World Bank in this period has led to the introduction of metalled
roads, piped water, channelled water, hydro-electric power and electric lights in the Shigar valley. 

In Shigar there is real scope to relate the different scales of landscape conservation into the wider projects
of infrastructure development. Landscape planning can improve the results of engineering works, whether
roads, lighting, or communal water channel repair. The survey skills, and the knowledge of local mater-
ials and plants gained at historic sites, can be fed into the process of wider community development to good
effect. This can happen in parallel with other physical and social rehabilitation projects, such as those un-
dertaken in Baltistan by the AKCS-P.

The extent to which the territory of Shigar is a viable cultural landscape remains to be defined. Who is re-
sponsible for safeguarding the landscape of the Shigar valley? The creation of this landscape over centuries,
by many generations, has resulted in a versatile environmental solution to human existence in these areas
that holds many answers. This tapestry of garden creations represents a series of personal and community
solutions to questions about time, man and nature that pertain at all scales9 and constitute a precious trad-
ition. At the larger scale of infrastructure interventions, engineers can access little local information feed-





back and local communities and historic landscapes have little control on the engineering projects. Both
project managers and villagers can benefit from an informed landscape consultation process, like that be-
gun by the AKSC-P in Shigar, to navigate the complexities of modern development. 

The ‘social cost’ of road building in remote areas or the ‘value’ of a traditional apricot orchard is very dif-
ficult to evaluate over different lengths of time and size of area. From the perspective of landscape impact,
much construction degrades the amenity value of the landscape in ways that could be avoided by proper
planning and land-use control systems. Likewise, how does one relate the taste of the ‘Margulam’ apricot
to the yield of the ‘Five Star’ apple, when thinking of productivity? When the experience of a garden is di-
rectly related to its landscape, and the landscape or society relates to a particular type of garden, the likeli-
hood of a garden prevailing are much higher. For example, the decline in popularity of polo at Altit fort,
Hunza, and the subsequent urban encroachment on the Altit polo pitch is telling. Even if there are add-
itional socio-political and economic motives, there are similar motives in Shigar, but it is hard to conceive
this happening in this generation in Shigar because of the popularity of the game within Shigar society.
Measuring and understanding the ‘suitability’ of modern landscape to its users is critical to steering the
landscape development process successfully.

IN SEARCH OF THE BALTI GARDEN

In the glossary of Il giardino islamico – architettura, natura, paesaggio10 there is an interesting but incomplete ser-
ies of terms in Arabic, Kashmiri, Persian, Sanskrit (including Hindi and Urdu derivatives) and Turk-
ish. The landscape features evident in Balti appear most closely allied with those described in Persian, but
this reflects the linguistic status of Persian rather than the real material influence. For example the influence
of Turanian elements is more poorly represented and understood, but like the Tibetan influence is a key
part of the historical jigsaw. Apposite comparisons offer a way out of the widespread and flimsy brand of
generic somnolent conservation that insinuates itself in all societies.

An example of a new and characteristic Balti garden is the one created by an elderly single man up the Shi-
gar luma – the upland territory in the tributary valley above Shigar, irrigated by the nullah that runs by the
fort. The garden is part productive and part
ornamental, eked out of very marginal con-
ditions. It represents an important part of the
landscape of Shigar, like the herders’ and
croppers’ camps or the small mosque and en-
closed vegetable garden11 still higher up the
nullah. Mosques are traditional elements of the
landscape like the fort itself; they represent
nodes of organisation within the whole, as
well as the house of prayer, while this maver-
ick garden is almost another world, set up in
defiance to both the traditional order of land
holding and in opposition to the modernist vi-
sions of the government, half in the owned
land of the lowland settlements, and half in Fig. . The Shigar luma juniper forest with a specimen sorbus.





the shared lands of the upland settlements. The
garden-maker does not usually allow visitors
in, his is a recluse’s garden – an imaginative
landscape, relating to the historical tradition of
upland dwelling by hermits (whether fierce or
gentle) in Shigar and Thalle. Significantly in
such marginal geographic conditions his plot
is immediately recognisable anywhere across
Asia as a ‘garden’, a poetic landscape.

The historical conservation and development
of the landscape at Shigar under the auspices
of the AKCS-P has been tempered at each junc-
ture by complex environmental consider-
ations. For example, the choice to use locally
sourced plants was immediate and uncom-
promising, with only some considered excep-
tions for specific roles – for example sourcing
some old damask, gallica and china roses
known to have flourished here, but which have
not survived. Research at Shigar revealed that
the Baltis recognise thirty-two named grafted
variety of apricot, each with different uses,
some for storing, some for immediate eating.
At a later stage it is hoped a complete plant list
will be prepared from the data collected so far.
Likewise, the choice to use the traditional grav-
ity fed channels and sluices was immediate.

The short- and long-term roles of paths and lights and the issue of materials has been a matter of long dis-
cussions in order to find a design language adapted to the place.

What is the relationship of the people of Shigar to their landscape then and now? Was the last social order,
a feudal system that pertained in Shigar and every independent ‘valley-principality’ for the last five hun-
dred years, a successful patron of ‘sustainable development’? And if so, is that body of inherited horticul-
tural knowledge still serviceable?12 Are the many plant selections resulting from this time available and
useful today? Will traditional horticulture be useful tomorrow? Has the goal of sustainable landscape de-
velopment been clearly identified, both historically and in the future for the Shigar?13 And if so, is it a viable
or even desirable way forward for Shigar and other settlements like it? And if not, what are the alternatives
for the farmer-gardeners and herders?14

MAINTAINING HORTICULTURAL TRADITIONS

Horticultural knowledge is passed on orally and by example, that is, practice in the field; it is not written
down. Thus it is vulnerable to dilution and even loss with the advent of rapidly changing lifestyles, as of-

Figs. , . The Shigar luma mosque garden and mosque 
with its ‘Hermit’.





ten occurs when a metalled road appears.15 So what is agricultural improvement here in Shigar, and what
are the advantages of progressive technology to the gardeners of Shigar? Equipment like secateurs, bow
saws and rollers are useful for gardeners, not because they do something that could not previously be done
but because they increase precision and reduce the duration of horticultural activities. Better record keep-
ing of plants, improved propagation facilities, grafting and budding workshops, education about root des-
iccation, learning Latin names, making trials using more or less organic matter, and so on, are some goals
for training on the gardeners and ensuring a well-kept garden as befits a luxury heritage hotel.

At the same time, the traditional selections of grafted fruit trees offer the best agricultural opportunity for
the social development for this community, rather than the generic selections of apple, universally available
in the area. The role of specialised agricultural production, intimately tailored to this climate is most prom-
ising economically. Firstly, it is a hedge against fluctuations in tourism. Secondly, it is a means of produc-
ing high quality organic fruit for a niche market down country or abroad. Thirdly, it is a way of conserv-
ing the fabric of the landscape that made and still continues to make Baltistan and the Northern Areas
beautiful to natives and non-natives alike. 

The gardens and orchards maintain the status quo; they frame the settlements and hold things in place.
There is a proverb which might have some currency here in Shigar and the Northern Areas: if a land
owner loves and looks after his trees he can hold onto his estate; if he is blind to them he can lose his land.
In the lowland valley plots the tree population is healthy with a good standard distribution of species and
ages. But up the valleys near the passes and high pastures in the juniper forest there is a serious problem;
the wood is not able to regenerate, and autumn by autumn the big trees are being taken and the wood re-
source depleted. This wood is the best fuel wood for heating in the very cold winters and there are no
favoured alternatives. Unfortunately the depletion of juniper or equivalent coniferous (cedar/pine/fir)
forests is not unique to Shigar, it is one the most serious sylvicultural problems noted by the author across
the Northern Areas.16 What is a viable alterna-
tive for this firewood and what implications do
these alternatives have, on both the lifestyle of
Shigar community and on the landscape? No
other wood burns as well; what of coal or coke
admixture to lower grade woods? What of piped
or bottled gas? What of a detailed project pro-
posal for a juniper reforestation programme in
Shigar luma and Thalle broq,17 where there is no
longer any juniper at all? Oral accounts collect-
ed in  say there used to be some at Thalle broq
during the last hundred years.

In the village of Kwardu near Skardu, an inheri-
ted skill in the cultivation of grapes has made this
village known as the premier vine producing area
between Skardu and Shigar. This village pro-
duced the vine ‘Aligarh’ to replace the one grow-

Fig. . The pharee, or communal water reservoir; 
a ubiquitous landscape feature in the Northern Areas.





ing on the entrance pergola to the fort two generations ago. Further up the valley at Hashubee, the Gov-
ernment of Pakistan has a fruit nursery producing some good local grafts of apricots, as do many private
nurseries in the village of Shigar itself. Both these sources have been used in order to secure more apricots
and apples to plant in the traditional manner inside the boundary wall of the fort garden. These informed
horticultural selections are priorities in landscape rehabilitation because of the agricultural basis of land-
scape design and maintaining the strong extant horticultural stock.

The role of water in the garden is critical, as is conformation to water rights and maintenance of the exist-
ing channels for downstream communities.18 For example, at Shigar fort, some channels run permanent-
ly, others occasionally, and there must be return loops built into the irrigation system for water to return to
the main channel in the relevant quarters. In Balti, like most languages in the Northern Areas, there are
three different words for the three sizes of channel. This indicates precision and suggests the efficient use of
water, which is the key index of sustainability in a landscape in semi-arid and arid conditions.

DESIGNING THE GARDEN OF SHIGAR FORT RESIDENCE

Because of the perceived change at Shigar, inherent in the adaptive reuse project, the conservation of es-
tablished traditions in the garden, and especially its points of contact with the community, is vital from a
sociological perspective. Traditional practices such as locals entering the fort garden at their discretion and
changing sluices on channels to water their plots, become important. Likewise, activities such as consult-
ing neighbouring houses and agreeing to plant trees to promote privacy on the fort boundaries with their
houses, or the restoring of weakened party walls, or training in horticultural techniques (such as laying even
turf, formative pruning and dead wooding trees above benches), are all conciliatory moves that take on
greater significance as the new landscape identity emerges. 

The integration of progressive horticultural elements within the traditional landscape is a necessary re-
quirement for upgrading an uninhabitable fort into a luxurious residence. The most difficult areas to rec-
oncile within a historical landscape are always the modern services such as piped water, storage tanks,
electricity, sewage, lighting, sump drains, and laying out paths and circulation hierarchies on site. It is a
question of how subtle is the engineering? How elegant is the palimpsest?19

How does one control the real and apparent use of modern materials in a traditional landscape? In one way
the restored landscape of Shigar fort can never be more than a modern landscape because it has so much
technology invested into it now, and it caters mostly to foreigners. It is differentiated. There have been com-
promises; for example, the garden has an uncomfortably large area of hard paving around the fort; it has a
modern lighting system; it has a dedicated service block and access road. All these landscape elements con-
tribute to the vital modern utilitarian identity of the Shigar landscape, yet one hopes the terraces, orchards,
pools and channels and baradari will engage our sensibilities above all (fig. ). 

The elegant white marble basin in the Amacha garden between the large plane tree and the baradari pool
(figs. , ) are the dominant features noted by visitors, together with the shady ruined buttress on the
historic wall connecting the old cliff fortress with the main fort, and the old Kashmiri mulberry staining
the dust with its purple fruit. The interrelationship of the physical and the cultural realms that make up
the garden remains rooted in the patronage of the rajas of Shigar and the landscape improvements dating





from their tenure, specifically the baradari pergolas, arbours and the pool and marble basin filled with Shi-
gar’s abundant clear water.

To protect vegetables, the people of Shigar traditionally used either round stone walls topped with mud
and sea buckthorn20 if between buildings, or a shaq fence made out of living willow sets in February if new.
A traditional vegetable garden with shaq is being reinstated on its historic site in the north-east of the gar-
den, because goats remain a perennial pest to gardens in Shigar. There are many small walled or fenced vege-
table and flower plots in Shigar from where seed for vegetables and flowers have been collected for the fort
via the labour force. 

The skills of the stone-dykers building the round rubble walls and those of the traditional woodworkers,
who contributed to the Shigar fort, the Amburiq mosque, the raja’s mosque and the khanqah define the Balti
identity in the landscape at Shigar. The tradition of high-quality carving and woodwork derives from a
dynastic alliance with neighbouring Tibeto-Kashmiri nobility. On a horticultural level, red and black
cherries are thought to have arrived at the same time from Kashmir. Likewise the plane tree, which denotes
a feudal territory, probably also arrived in this period. In the Shigar fort landscape the plane trees dominate,
one at the entrance in the historical meeting place outside the gate, one beneath the rajah’s balcony and one
up the top of the saddle of the nullah ridge beyond the entrance to the old high fortress, marking the ap-
pearance of the channel round the corner form the nullah proper. There are others too, associated with the
khanqah. This horticultural language of ‘ruling’ plane trees (and the cultivation of vines) has currency all
the way from Ferghana to Kashmir and Iran.

Fig. . The orchard below Altit fort in Hunza.





THE CONTEXT OF THE KARAKORAM LANDSCAPE

Einar Eberhardt’s dissertation “Plant life of the Karakoram” reveals in great detail the distribution of flora
and their phytogeographical associations within the various geomorphologic and climatic scenarios of the
Karakoram. The Karakoram has a complex flora linked with the cold mountain deserts of north-west
Tibet and the south-west rim of Central Asia, and the north-west Himalayas.

“The (Karakoram) mountain range separates the Irano-Turanian steppe and the Saharo-Sindian desert
flora to the south-west from the Central Asian and Mongolian desert flora to the north-east, and further-
more acts in a way as a filter between the species rich Sino-Himalayan mountain flora to the south-east and
the other holarctic Eurasian high mountain floras to the west and north-west.”21

The nature of plant life in Shigar can be related to Hermann Kreutzmann’s larger orogeographic frame-
work on the Northern Areas as a whole, and the phytogeographic distribution studies of Einar Eberhardt

Figs. -. Agriculture and harvesting in the Northern Areas: pressing balagutoy; the mulberry harvest; working the fields; terraced
fields and irrigation channel (from the D. Lorimer collection). 





and others22 in the Karakoram range, and the socio-economic framework and land use history and culti-
vation in specific parts of the valley and side valleys. Eberhardt cites the dendrochronological work of Bon-
her, demonstrating that in the Northern Karakoram and the Tien Shan a most favourable ‘Medieval Warm
Period’ (AD  to ) and a least favourable ‘Little Ice Age’ (AD  to ) prevailed. This proved
the hypothesis that the growth of these upland plants is limited by temperature. At about twenty-eight per
cent glaciation, the present temperature level is slightly more favourable than the measured average, with an
estimated  day growing season in much of the Karakoram.

The short sharp season with only one crop relates directly to the abrupt seasonal changes common in April
and September. On top of this the altitude, the aspect and the location within the south-west/north-east
gradient of decreasing precipitation allow one to scientifically predict wild species distribution and change
– even to the observation that conifers occur where the low level monsoons penetrate the mountains. How-
ever in the case of cultivated plants, in the main settlement and horticultural zone, say below  metres,
a different scenario pertains. Shigar has good strong water sources and there are great numbers of their five
willows – the red, green, black, gold and old – while in drier moraines up the Indus and Shyok valleys at
a similar altitude, there is often only the gold one. So, at a horticultural level, in the semi-arid (below 
metres) and the arid zone (below  metres), the amount of channelled water is the decisive factor, with
the influence of location within the Karakoram range, altitude and aspect less significant.23

The garden landscapes of the Northern Areas are an important cultural and natural resource, having so-
cial, economic, political and agricultural functions. Today, they begin to accommodate new opportun-
ities, which require imaginative and informed landscape development planning. By soundly identifying
the assets and liabilities embedded within the landscape, it is possible to inform the social development
process as well as conserve the cultural traditions. The extensive orchards of fruit trees, the shady groves
of poplar and willow, and the clear pools and fast flowing water channels remain the vital elements of this
landscape within the zone of permanent human settlement, and it is in this context that the garden of
Baltistan is made and kept.

1 This reference refers to lowland plots and it is important to re-
call their associated summer upland pastures, where a choice
natural bounty speaks of an ‘order’ in the landscape. In an up-
land community it might be a well-churned yoghurt or a spe-
cial cut of mutton. The important point is that upper and low-
er landscapes are complimentary, with the upland grazing pro-
ducing vital animal fodder and food stuffs for the winter.
2 The way the ‘agrarian landscape’ of the Northern Areas is
experienced is distinguished from that of the metropolitan set-
tlements by its use of wood not stone, though both share the use
of open spaces bordered by trees for equestrian exercise.
3 The AKCS-P Shigar archive includes some important historic
photographs, whereas all linguistic material appears to have
come from oral sources.
4 Suffice to say here that this point identifies something valu-
able and useful at Shigar, though less so at Skardu, Gilgit or

Karimabad, due to their more advanced stage of urbanisation
and encroachment of their historic landscapes. This all-inclu-
sive nature of the rural landscape is a key priority for the land-
scape conservation of historic landscapes, and Shigar is fortu-
nate to have its context preserved because of its traditional re-
moteness.
5 No plot’s place is fixed forever and the goal of landscape con-
servation might be seen as the insightful balancing of these vari-
ous elements in the interests of today and tomorrow with the
benefit of yesterday.
6 James Westcoat’s definition of a garden in his essay “Mughal
Gardens and the Geographic Sciences, Then and Now” holds
good here, in Gardens in the Time of the Great Muslim Empires:
Theory and Design, special issue of Muqarnas, A. Petruccioli
(ed.), E. J. Brill, Leiden .
7 The urban process in the Hunza valley and the Indus near





Skardu is much more developed than that in the Shigar valley.
Shigar and other more rural communities can benefit from
these case studies.
8 In architecture, the suitability of cribbage construction over
concrete (see chapter ) is well documented, while in horti-
culture the parallel examples in the materials and designs in
fencing, seating, irrigation, storage and access systems are
slightly less tangible.
9 This idea is derived from Michel Conan’s analysis of Bernard
Lassus’ studies of working-class French gardens in his essay
“From Vernacular Gardens to a Social Anthropology of Gar-
dening” (in Perspectives on Garden Histories, M. Conan (ed.),
Dumbarton Oaks, Washington DC ) which makes this
very point.
10 Attilio Petruccioli (ed), Electa, Milan .
11 This mosque has the highest enclosure and vegetable plot seen
by the author up the Shigar luma in .
12 The key relationship to define in the landscape development
plan for Baltistan is that between modern infrastructural de-
velopments by the government and non-governmental organ-
isations, like the AKRSP, and the local communities and their
traditional management of water and other landscape re-
sources.
13 Terence Young, in his paper “Confronting Sustainability”
(in Sustainable Landscape Design in Arid Climates, AKTC, a sym-
posium for Dumbarton Oaks, Washington DC ), gives
a powerful historiography of sustainable development and
identifies its origins in utilitarian resource management.
14 These questions are derived from Terence Young’s essay
“Confronting Sustainability” (see note ).
15 The paved road from Skardu to Shigar is a major landscape
event. It is hoped that the socio-economic stimulation will be
managed in a coherent development plan that safeguards the
key features in the landscape, such as the mosques and their
prospects and the polo pitch and traditional channels through-
out the village, for example.

16 Some other horticultural problems still to be addressed in
Baltistan include the ill-advised use of Ailanthus altissima, the
promotion of generic imported apples, the loss of indigenous
cultivars of fruit trees, the concrete rendering and pointing of
new surfaces willy-nilly, and the loss of traditional knowledge,
skills and management systems.
17 This is the upland territory of Thalle, like the luma of Shi-
gar, except in Thalle it is also a more specific proper name for
the upper section as well.
18 Hermann Kreutzmann’s essay “Water Management in
Mountain Oases of the Karakoram” (in Sharing Water - Irri-
gation and Water Management in the Hindu Kush-Karakoram-Hima-
laya, Oxford University Press, Karachi-London ) details
the status quo in Hunza, reveals the seriousness of this matter
and the obstacles that must be overcome, and describes the in-
telligence implicit in the working of the channel irrigation sys-
tems of the Karakoram, Hunza and Shigar.
19 Conservation is double edged – no action is often better than
doing the wrong thing. In the author’s experience, a landscape
restoration process does not necessarily safeguard a historic
landscape; indeed, it can sometimes hasten its demise.
20 A multi-purpose plant, it is used for fencing and scree slope
containment, while the berries are eaten medicinally for a host
of complaints. Its conservation outside Skardu on the way to
Shigar is an important horticultural conservation undertaking
with wider implications for traditional landscape skills.
21 Einar Eberhardt, “Plant Life of the Karakoram -The Vege-
tation of the Upper Hunza Catchment (Northern Areas,
Pakistan) Diversity, Syntaxonomy, Distribution”, Disserta-
tiones Botanicae, Band , Berlin .
22 H. Hartmann, W. B. Dickore and G. Miehe are other sig-
nificant primary researchers in this field. 
23 See Hermann Kreutzmann’s essay, note , for a full discus-
sion of the role of irrigation in these valleys.


